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ABSTRACT

In order to explore the impact of the neutrals on the plasma turbulence, a new gas puff system is developed for a linear magnetized plasma
column PANTA. Helium gas is injected into the argon plasma without changing the electron density profile. After the helium gas puff, the
dominant fluctuation mode changes from the broadband m¼ 2 drift wave to the coherent m¼ 1 mode, where m is the azimuthal mode
number. Accordingly, the property of the nonlinear coupling with other fluctuating modes changes from broadband couplings to coherent
couplings.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0007899

I. INTRODUCTION

Modeling of nonlinear turbulence dynamics in magnetically
confined plasmas is acknowledged as one of the most attractive but
challenging topics in basic and fusion plasma physics fields. In torus
edge or scrape-off layer (SOL) plasmas, a certain amount of neutral
particles remain un-ionized, which provides an additional degree of
freedom for turbulence and flow dynamics. The SOL plasma proper-
ties determined by turbulent cross field transport significantly impact
the core plasma performance through main-chamber recycling.1 Cross
field transport driven by convective cells in the SOL is found to be sig-
nificantly affected by the local neutral density in basic torus plasmas.2,3

Radial electric field formation across the L-H transition is also influ-
enced by the neutral density through the charge exchange damping
force.4

Neutral dynamics is also regarded as an important factor in drift
wave systems in low temperature laboratory plasma columns, since
the ionization fraction in those plasmas is often not very high. The
ion–neutral collision is primarily considered to be a linear damping
mechanism for the drift waves5,6 or the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability.7

However, nonlinear mesoscale fluctuating structures, such as zonal
flows and streamers, formed in a saturated drift wave turbulence sys-
tem are found to vary according to the ion–neutral collision frequency

or the neutral pressure.6,8–10 Nonlinear fluid simulation involving the
neutral particle dynamics was recently implemented for calculating
nonlinear turbulence evolution in the realistic experimental situa-
tion.11 By taking into account the ionization process of neutrals in the
ion fluid equation, a new instability can be derived as well.12 Turbulent
Reynolds stress forces either in the azimuthal direction13–15 or the par-
allel direction16,17 are eventually balanced by the neutral dragging force
in the steady state; therefore, the neutral density profile significantly
impacts the consequent flow structures. Blob propagation is shown to
be possibly affected by the neutral wind in particular, in linear magne-
tized plasma columns.18,19 Linear plasma research for simulating
detached divertor plasmas is also an active field.20 The neutral pressure
is used as a control knob to displace the recombination front for the
cross field transport study in the detached plasma.21

In order to experimentally assess the impact of the neutrals on
the turbulence and flow dynamics, neutral pressure scan experiments
are occasionally performed in basic devices as one of the most simple
operations.2,9,10,14 In the case of PANTA linear magnetized plasma,
increasing the neutral pressure leads to not only an increase in the
neutral density but also concomitant growth of the electron density
gradient.10 Therefore, not only damping but also the growth rate of
the drift wave is simultaneously varied, which is unsuitable for
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interpretation of the background physics. A new control knob with
which either the neutral density or the electron density gradient is
solely changed is desirable.

In this paper, we introduce a newly installed helium gas puff sys-
tem in the PANTA linear magnetized plasma device. The neutral
helium gas is injected into the main argon plasma without changing
the electron density gradient. After injecting the helium gas, the domi-
nant turbulence structure decays and is overtaken by the subdominant
mode likely in response to the increased neutral density. Accordingly,
the property of the nonlinear coupling changes from broadband cou-
plings to coherent couplings.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The schematic of the PANTA system is shown in Fig. 1(a). A
cylindrical vacuum vessel with a length of 4050mm and a diameter of
450mm is surrounded by a set of magnetic coils having a capability
to produce a homogeneous axial magnetic field in the range of
B ¼ 0:04� 0:15 T. The argon neutral gas is fed from one side of the
cylinder, which is ionized by a helicon wave at 3 kW and 7MHz to
produce a high density plasma.22 The axial position z is defined as the
axial distance from the edge of the vacuum vessel at the source region
side. The 5 cm radius of the double loop helicon wave antenna deter-
mines the typical cylindrical plasma radius. Two annular baffles with
an inner diameter of 15 cm are installed at both sides of the vessel for
maintaining the neutral pressure constant in the plasma column.23 In
this study, the magnetic field strength and the neutral argon pressure
are set to be 0.09T and 0.5 mTorr, respectively. The ion–neutral colli-
sion frequency is a few tens of kilohertz. With this discharge condition,
the streamer structure is nonlinearly excited by drift waves.24–27 In
addition, drift waves also excite a sheared axial flow structure which
secondarily drives the D’Angelo mode in the inner radii.16,17

The helium gas injector is illustrated in Fig. 1(b), which is
installed at the top side of the vacuum vessel at z¼ 1125mm. High
pressure helium gas (0.6MPa) is filled in the buffer tank having a
volume of �0:56 � 10�3 m3, and injected into the vacuum vessel
by opening the solenoid valve with a specific trigger signal. Since
the first ionization energy of the helium atom is 1.56 times higher
than the argon atom, the helium neutrals remain almost un-

ionized in the argon plasma. The number of helium neutral par-
ticles injected per a single puff with 50ms duration is estimated as
3� 1019. This is approximately the equivalent amount of the argon
neutrals filled in the main vacuum vessel. The elastic collision cross
section for the ion–neutral collision in the low ion energy range is
known to be proportional to the square root of the neutral polariz-
ability divided by the ion thermal energy, i.e., the Langevin cross
section.28 The polarizabilities of argon and helium are 1.64 Å3 and
0.205 Å3, respectively. Therefore, the ion–neutral collision fre-
quency is accounted to be increased by 35.4% by the 50ms dura-
tion of the helium puff. The diffusion time of the helium gas in the
axial direction is estimated as �5 ms. The number of helium neu-
trals injected in a single puff can be controlled by changing the
pulse duration.

In addition, the visible He I line emission is monitored at one of
the side viewports at z¼ 1125mm with a f¼ 180mm and F/2.8 cam-
era lens optics. The light is led to a 300 lines/mm grating spectrometer
through optical fibers and detected by a charge coupled device (CCD)
camera. The line emission intensity at 587.6nm is used as an indicator
of the helium neutral density.29

Plasma turbulence fluctuation was diagnosed with electro-
static probe array systems. An azimuthal 64-channel probe array30

is installed at z¼ 1.875 m. The probe tips are made out of tungsten
wire with a diameter of 0.8mm and a length of 3mm, and are
aligned at a constant radius of r ¼ 4 cm. The ion saturation cur-
rent and the floating potential are alternately measured by the 64
tips, although only the ion saturation current fluctuation data are
used in this study, as a proxy for density fluctuations. It should be
noted that the density modulation plays a fundamental role in
driving the streamer structure.31 The radial distribution of the ion
saturation current is measured with a radially scannable five-
channel radial rake probe installed at z¼ 1.375 m.32 The radial
rake probe has a spacing of Dr ¼ 1 cm. In a series of two dis-
charges with 0.5 cm radial displacement of the rake probe position,
the radial range from r¼ 2 cm to r¼ 6.5 cm is measured with a
radial resolution of Dr ¼ 0:5 cm. All the probe signals are digitized
with 1MHz sampling analog-digital converters with an automatic
data acquisition sequence system.

FIG. 1. Schematics of (a) PANTA top view and (b) neutral gas puff systems. Helium neutrals are injected into argon plasma aiming for perturbing the ion–neutral collision fre-
quency by maintaining the electron density profile.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
A. Helium injection sequence

Figure 2 shows the typical time evolution of one of the target dis-
charges. The helium gas is injected in the middle of the discharge
period at 0.3 s with a 50ms duration as shown in Fig. 2(a). The helium
I intensity IHeI quickly increases during the helium gas injection. Even
after the helium gas injection is stopped, IHeI remains high although it
gradually decreases as time passes. This shows that the helium neutral
density is maintained in the later discharge period. We define three
different time periods for discussing the evolution of the turbulence
fluctuation property. Those are before the gas puff (0:15� 0:30 s),
after the gas puff (0:35� 0:50 s), and during the gas puff (0:30� 0:35 s).
After the helium injection, spikes in the reflected power signal
appear, which correspond to instant interruptions of the helicon dis-
charge. The duration of those interruptions is typically 1–2ms and
the number of occurrences is less than 10. The total time duration
that is contaminated by these interruptions is less than 10–20ms,
which is much shorter than the total averaging time duration of
150ms. Therefore, discharge interruptions barely affect the spectral
analysis presented below.

Time evolution of the windowed power spectrum density (PSD)
of the normalized ion saturation current fluctuation at a certain tip of
the 64-channel probe array is shown in Fig. 2(b). The Tukey window
function with 5ms duration is used. A coherent peak at f � 4 kHz is
clearly enhanced by the helium gas puff, while high frequency broad-
band fluctuations at f � 7� 11 kHz are suppressed. For quantitative

discussion, the fluctuation power intensity is defined as the frequency
integrated PSD, i.e.,

If1�f2ðtÞ ¼
ðf1
f2

Pðt; f Þdf ; (1)

where P(t, f) is the windowed PSD and f1 and f2 are the frequency
ranges of interest. Figure 2(c) shows the time evolution of I2:8�5:0 kHz
and I5:4�13:0 kHz as the mode energies of the low frequency coherent
mode and the high frequency turbulence, respectively. The fre-
quency ranges are heuristically determined to illustrate the overall
picture of the fluctuation activity. Dominant fluctuation compo-
nents are flipped by the helium gas puff. In addition, the total fluc-
tuation power intensity below 50 kHz is amplified by 44% after the
helium gas puff.

Figure 3 presents the spatial profiles of the mean value and the
fluctuation power intensity in the ion saturation current signal before
and after the helium gas puff. In the radial profile and the axial profile
of the mean ion saturation current shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), no
remarkable changes are exhibited. The injected helium gas is consid-
ered to remain un-ionized due to its higher ionization energy com-
pared to the argon gas. It is confirmed that any detachment ionization
front discussed in Ref. 21 is not formed in this case. For comparison,
the case where the argon gas is injected instead of the helium gas by
the same injector is discussed in the Appendix. As shown in Figs.
11(a) and 11(b), both the radial profile and the axial profile show rea-
sonable increments by the additional argon puff most likely because of
its lower ionization energy.

Radial profiles of the fluctuation power intensities I2:8�5:0 kHz and
I5:4�13:0 kHz are shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), respectively. The low fre-
quency coherent mode intensity I2:8�5:0 kHz is amplified in the entire
observed range of radius. The high frequency turbulence intensity
I5:4�13:0 kHz has a pivot point at r¼ 4.5 cm, inside (outside) of which the
fluctuation power intensity decreases (increases) after the helium gas puff.

B. Response in the fluctuation spectrum

Fluctuating structures are resolved in detail by the two-
dimensional Fourier analysis using data from the 64-channel probe
array. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) correspond to the frequency and mode
number resolved PSD, here called the f–m PSD, before and after the
helium gas puff. Here, the positive value of the mode number indicates
the mode propagating in the electron diamagnetic drift direction. The
f–m PSD before the helium gas puff corresponds to the typical spec-
trum of the streamer. The mode at ðf ;mÞ ¼ ð9:8 kHz; 2Þ is considered
to be the linearly unstable drift wave, according to the experimental
fact that the density fluctuation and the potential fluctuation approxi-
mately satisfy the Boltzmann relation with a weak radially outward
particle flux.33 The mode at ðf ;mÞ ¼ ð1:6 kHz;�1Þ is the so-called
mediator mode nonlinearly driven by the drift waves. The mediator
mode back-reacts on the drift waves, and plays a role for broadening
the drift wave spectrum.31,34 This broadening in the f–m space is iden-
tical to the bunching of the fluctuation energy in the real space, which
results in an azimuthally localized turbulent transport structure.27 A
dedicated comparison study of those experiments and a nonlinear
fluid simulation also supports this interpretation.35 Another coherent
peak appears at ðf ;mÞ ¼ ð4:2 kHz; 1Þ, having a narrower spectral
shape and a higher spectral peak than the m¼ 2 drift wave. Note that

FIG. 2. Time evolutions of (a) discharge scenario, (b) power spectral density of the
ion saturation current fluctuation, and (c) fluctuation power intensities in particular
ranges of the frequency. Helium gas injection time is indicated by the green rectan-
gle in the top panel. By puffing helium neutrals, the dominant fluctuating mode
switches from the higher frequency (5.2–13.0 kHz) broadband one to the lower fre-
quency (2.8–5.0 kHz) coherent one.
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FIG. 3. (a) Radial profile and (b) axial pro-
file of the mean ion saturation current, and
radial profiles of power intensities of the
normalized ion saturation current fluctuation
in (c) 2.8–5.0 kHz and (d) 5.2–13.0 kHz
before and after the helium gas puff. The
axial location of the helium puff injector is
shown by the thick green line in (b).
Distributions of the fluctuation amplitude
are significantly modified by the helium
neutral puff, while mean profiles remain
unchanged.

FIG. 4. [(a) and (b)] Power spectral densi-
ties and [(c) and (d)] auto-bicoherences
with respect to the m¼�1 mediator of
the normalized ion saturation current fluc-
tuation resolved in the frequency-mode
number space [(a) and (c)] before and [(b)
and (d)] after the helium gas puff. Open
circles, squares, and triangles in (a) and
(b) show the peak positions of the media-
tor, modes in the LF cluster, and modes in
the HF cluster, respectively. By the helium
neutral puff, the dominant fluctuation mode
changes from the broadband m¼ 2 drift
wave to the coherent m¼ 1 mode being
accompanied by the corresponding
changes in the nonlinear couplings.
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the instability mechanism of the mode at ðf ;mÞ ¼ ð4:2 kHz; 1Þ is not
identified. Fluctuation power intensities I2:8�5:0 kHz and I5:4�13:0 kHz in
Figs. 2 and 3 correspond to the coherent m¼ 1 peak and broadened
peaks around the m¼ 2 drift wave, respectively. As discussed above,
the helium gas puff amplifies the coherentm¼ 1 mode and suppresses
the broadband turbulence amplitude around them¼ 2 drift wave.

In different discharges, the number of helium neutrals injected is
scanned by controlling the pulse duration. By reducing the number of
helium neutrals injected, the changes in fluctuation spectra become
less significant, but the main qualitative features are preserved.

To discuss the variation in the three-wave coupling process
before and after the helium gas puff, two-dimensional auto-bicoher-
ence with respect to the m¼�1 mediator is calculated. The auto-
bispectrum and the squared auto-bicoherence are defined as

B ¼ hX1X2X
�
3 i (2)

and

b̂
2 ¼ jBj2

hjX1X2j2ihjX3j2i
; (3)

respectively, where hi indicates the ensemble average and � denotes
the complex conjugate. The two-dimensionally resolved Fourier com-
ponent at (fj,mj) is expressed by Xj with j ¼ 1, 2, and 3. The biphase is
given as argument of the complex bispectrum, i.e.,

/B ¼ tan�1
Im B½ �
Re B½ � ; (4)

where Re and Im denote the real part and the imaginary part of a com-
plex number. In the three-wave coupling process, the modes of interest

must satisfy either one of two matching conditions, i.e., ðf3;m3Þ
¼ ðf1;m1Þ6ðf2;m2Þ. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show the squared auto-
bicoherence as a function of (f2, m2), where (f1, m1) is fixed to the fre-
quency and the mode number of them¼�1 mediator. The matching
condition forces (f3, m3) to be ðf1;m1Þ þ ðf2;m2Þ, where results with
another matching condition ðf1;m1Þ � ðf2;m2Þ are not shown here
because of its qualitative similarity to the other. Before the helium gas
puff, the nonlinear coupling among the m¼�1 mediator, the m¼ 2
drift wave, and its sidebands are prominent. Because of this nonlinear
coupling process, a diagonal broadening of the turbulent peaks occurs
as a typical streamer formation mechanism. After the helium gas puff,
this nonlinear coupling process is significantly weakened. Instead, the
nonlinear coupling among the m¼�1 mediator, the mode at
ðf ;mÞ ¼ ð4:2 kHz; 1Þ, and its sidebands becomes strong.

Figure 5(a) represents the slices of Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) at m¼ 1
and 2 constant lines for specific frequency ranges. The corresponding
plot for the biphase is shown in Fig. 5(b). The helium gas puff attenu-
ates the broadband nonlinear couplings with the m¼ 2 mode.
Enhanced coherent peaks regarding the ðf ;mÞ ¼ ð4:2 kHz; 1Þ mode
only remain large after the gas puff. Changes in the biphase are gener-
ally less significant, implying that the nonlinear energy transfer direc-
tions are approximately maintained in each steady state. This does not
apply in the transient phase of 0:30� 0:35 s, which will be shown
below.

According to the nonlinear coupling analysis, we hypothesize
that the fluctuation mode activities can be classified into two clusters:
one is the m¼ 2 drift wave and its sidebands and another is the mode
at ðf ;mÞ ¼ ð4:2 kHz; 1Þ and its sidebands. The former and the latter
are called the high frequency (HF) cluster and the low frequency (LF)
cluster, respectively, in the rest of this paper. The peak positions of the
mediator, modes in the LF cluster, and modes in the HF cluster are
shown by open circles, squares, and triangles in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b),
respectively. Interrelation among the modes in the HF cluster and in
the LF cluster as well as the m¼�1 mediator is analyzed in the next
part.

C. Interrelation among fluctuating modes

Here, we define fluctuation mode intensities for each peak in the
f–m PSD shown in Fig. 4. Figure 6 presents the frequency dependent
f–m PSD sliced at fixed mode numbers before and after the helium gas
puff. Frequency ranges are defined for some of the spectral peaks so as
to cover the frequency change due to the helium gas puff and to avoid
a crosstalk with different peaks. These frequency ranges are deter-
mined by the naked eye because some peaks are partially embedded in
background fluctuations, which makes peak detection algorithms
overly complicated for the purposes of this work. The defined fre-
quency ranges are shown by colored rectangles and summarized in
Table I. The fluctuation power intensity is obtained by Eq. (1) for each
peak. Figure 7 corresponds to the time evolution of the mode fluctua-
tion power intensity for each spectral peak in a single discharge. Here,
modes can be uniquely identified by the mode number and the
belonging cluster. In addition to the evolution of the fluctuation power
intensities across the helium gas puff, there also exist slow oscillations
in quasi steady states before and after the helium gas puff.

To uncover the relation among the fluctuating modes, the cross
correlation function is calculated for time periods before and after the
helium gas puff as shown in Fig. 8. Here, the reference signal is set to

FIG. 5. (a) Squared auto-bicoherence and (b) biphase as a function of the fre-
quency for fluctuations at m ¼ 1; f � 5:4 kHz and m ¼ 2; f � 6 kHz. The curves
correspond to the slices of Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) at m¼ 1 and 2 constant lines. The
nonlinear coupling strength in the m¼ 2 broadband modes is attenuated by the
helium neutral puff.
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be the m¼ 1 mode in the LF cluster. The auto-correlation time of the
fluctuation power intensity evolution is �10 ms. In both of the time
periods, the modes in the LF cluster have positive correlations with the
m¼ 1 mode in the LF cluster. While, the modes in the HF cluster
show anti-correlated behavior to the m¼ 1 mode in the LF cluster.
The modes in different clusters are in a competing relationship. It is
speculated that the LF cluster modes and the HF cluster modes share a
unique free energy source as the driving mechanism. The m¼�1
mediator has a weak negative correlation with the modes in the HF
cluster.

Because of the slow oscillations in the fluctuation power intensity
evolution, it is difficult to discuss the relation of the modes across the
helium gas puff in a single discharge, as shown in Fig. 7. To eliminate
the oscillations that are independent of the transient response to the
helium gas puff, 15 equivalent discharges are averaged. The relative
change of the fluctuation power intensity with respect to the values
before the helium gas puff is displayed in Fig. 9. Shaded regions
around each curve represent the standard error in averaging.
Fluctuation power intensities of the modes in the HF cluster quickly

decay immediately after the helium gas puff is begun with almost no
delay. The m¼�1 mediator follows the evolution of the HF cluster
modes. Growth of the modes in the LF cluster seems to occur with a
finite delay of 10� 20 ms with respect to the helium injection time.

Transient responses in the squared auto-bicoherence and the
biphase are shown in Fig. 10 for modes at ðf ;mÞ ¼ ð4:2 kHz; 1Þ and

FIG. 6. Frequency dependence of power
spectral density for (a) m¼�1, (b)
m¼ 0, (c) m¼ 1, (d) m¼ 2, (e) m¼ 3,
and (f) m¼ 4 before and after the helium
gas puff. Colored rectangles correspond
to the frequency integration ranges for
mode power analysis. Both the frequency
peaks and peak PSD values vary with the
increased neutral density.

TABLE I. List of fluctuating modes and their respective cluster.

Mode number Range of frequency (kHz) Cluster

�1 0.8–3.6 Mediator
0 4.8–8.0 LF cluster
1 2.8–5.0 LF cluster
2 0.8–3.0 LF cluster
1 9.0–14.0 HF cluster
2 5.4–13.0 HF cluster
3 4.0–9.8 HF cluster
4 2.0–10.0 HF cluster

FIG. 7. Time evolutions of fluctuation power intensities for spectral peaks (a) at the
mediator, (b) in the LF cluster, and (c) in the HF cluster. Helium gas injection time is
indicated by the green rectangle in the top panel. Slow oscillations in both steady
states and transient evolution in response to the helium gas injection are shown.
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ðf ;mÞ ¼ ð9:8 kHz; 2Þ as representatives of modes in the LF cluster
and the HF cluster, respectively. Ensemble averaging is performed in
short time bins of 40ms, where the window size of the short time
Fourier transform is 5ms. The horizontal error bars in Fig. 10 corre-
spond to the time bin width of 40ms. This time averaging bin is longer

than the period of the self-oscillation in the fluctuation power intensity
of �10 ms, as shown in Fig. 8. The time evolutions of the squared
auto-bicoherence and the biphase are evaluated by shifting the time
averaging bin with a 20ms interval. To increase number of realiza-
tions, data form 15 independent discharges are also used. Before the
gas puff, the squared auto-bicoherences show slight decreasing trends.
Across the gas puff, the nonlinear coupling among modes in the LF
cluster and the mediator increases while that among modes in the HF
cluster and the mediator decreases. Those behaviors resemble the time
evolutions of the fluctuation power intensity. The biphase among
modes in the LF cluster and the mediator meaningfully increases dur-
ing the helium gas puff, and seems to gradually decrease back toward
the original value once the gas puff is turned off. A change in the
biphase among modes in the HF cluster and the mediator is less signif-
icant than the former.

A possible interpretation of the dynamics is given as follows. First,
the HF cluster modes, i.e., drift waves, that are in competition with the
LF cluster modes are preferably attenuated by the helium injection. As
a result, free energy that has been used by the HF cluster modes is
released. The LF cluster modes are then allowed to grow by using that
free energy, and the fluctuation system saturates to the new state.

Identification of the mode at ðf ;mÞ ¼ ð4:2 kHz; 1Þ is a key to
understanding the complicated dynamics discussed here. In linear
devices, various instabilities including Kelvin–Helmholtz modes, cen-
trifugal Rayleigh–Taylor modes, and D’Angelo modes were reported
to be possibly excited in addition to resistive drift waves in experimen-
tal16,17,36 and numerical8,37,38 studies. Those instabilities can be

FIG. 8. Cross correlation function of mode fluctuation power with respect to the
m¼ 1 mode in the LF cluster (a) before and (b) after the helium gas puff. Modes in
the LF cluster and those in the HF cluster compete with each other.

FIG. 9. Time evolutions of (a) He I emission intensity and (b) relative fluctuation
power with respect to the values before the helium gas puff. Helium gas injection
time is indicated by the green rectangle in the top panel. Factors of �10 and �0:1
are applied for the mediator and modes in the HF cluster for vertically offsetting
curves. Helium gas puff leads to suppressions in the HF cluster modes and the
m¼�1 mediator, while it amplifies the LF cluster modes with a finite time delay of
10� 20 ms.

FIG. 10. Time evolutions of (a) squared auto-bicoherence and (b) biphase for
peaks at ðf ;mÞ ¼ ð4:2 kHz; 1Þ and ðf ;mÞ ¼ ð9:8 kHz; 2Þ in Fig. 4(a), as repre-
sentatives of modes in the LF cluster and the HF cluster, respectively. Helium gas
injection time is indicated by the green rectangle in the top panel. Dynamics in
squared auto-bicoherences resemble those of the fluctuation power intensities.
Biphase also evolves transiently during the helium gas puff.
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candidates for the mode at ðf ;mÞ ¼ ð4:2 kHz; 1Þ, therefore we
attempt to compare their characteristic features and observations. A
key ingredient for mode examination is the axial wave structure
obtained by the set of probes aligned in the axial direction at r¼ 4 cm.
The axial mode number of the mode at ðf ;mÞ ¼ ð4:2 kHz; 1Þ is
n ¼ 0:1� 0:2, which is clearly smaller than that of the drift waves in
the HF cluster (n � 1) but is larger than that of the mediator (n � 0).
Since the axial mode structure is not a flute-like, Kelvin–Helmholtz
modes and the Rayleigh–Taylor modes can be excluded in general
sense. Note that the PANTA plasma typically has an axial non-
uniformity in the background density profile as shown in Fig. 3(b).
Impact of this axial profile non-uniformity on the flute structure is
assessed in feature, which would provide more a solid conclusion for
this discussion. D’Angelo modes can also be excluded because they
can be excited in the strong axial flow shear region typically in
r< 3 cm.16,17

Different types of mode competition events were reported in pre-
vious studies. In experiment, mutual interactions between streamers
and solitary waves,9 different types of streamers,26 drift wave eddies
and zonal flows,37 and drift waves and D’Angelo modes17 were found.
In the numerical simulation, dynamic competitions among zonal
flows, streamers, and flute modes utilizing the ion–neutral collision
frequency as a control parameter were investigated in detail.6,8 A bifur-
cation of the plasma flow pattern was seen in the drift wave-D’Angelo
mode system.36 In addition, a linear fluid simulation revealing the
impact of the ion–neutral collision not only on drift waves but also on
D’Angelo modes is now being investigated.38 The present observation
adds a new type of competition between different clusters of drift
waves nonlinearly connected to each other.

IV. SUMMARY

In this study, we developed a new helium gas puff system in the
linear magnetized plasma column PANTA to investigate the impact of
the neutral pressure on the plasma turbulence without changing the
electron density profile. After the helium gas puff, the dominant fluc-
tuation mode changed from the m¼ 2 drift wave to the m¼ 1 mode,
accompanying a qualitative change in the nonlinear coupling property
from broadband couplings to coherent couplings.
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APPENDIX: ARGON GAS INJECTION TRIAL

Here, the responses of the plasma profile and the plasma tur-
bulence to the argon gas puff instead of the helium gas puff using
the same system are shown. Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show the radial
profile and the axial profile of the mean ion saturation current.
Because the injected neutral argon is ionized due to its lower ioniza-
tion energy, the profiles show reasonable increments by the addi-
tional argon puff. Figures 11(c) and 11(d) are the f–m PSD before
and after the argon gas puff. The variation in the mean profile pro-
vides a remarkable change in the fluctuation spectrum. The f–m

FIG. 11. (a) Radial profile and (b) axial
profile of the mean ion saturation current,
and [(c) and (d)] power spectral densities
of the normalized ion saturation current
fluctuation resolved in the frequency and
mode number space before and after the
argon gas puff. The axial location of the
helium puff injector is shown by the thick
green line in (b). Fluctuation spectrum
after the argon puff is qualitatively equiva-
lent to that observed in a discharge with
the higher neutral argon pressure in the
plasma source region.
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PSD after the argon gas puff is qualitatively equivalent to that
observed in a discharge with a higher neutral argon pressure at the
plasma source region.26
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The data that support the findings of this study are available
from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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